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About This Content

Created by the IJC crew from the Killing Floor community, all revenues from this pack are shared with that community team!

This is a weapon pack of two halves. We have weapons created by the people, for the people - and you can have a couple of
Horzine's latest prototype weapons. Try them all out and you decide which is best! The first two are really for the down-to-earth,

home-grown Zed-killer, while the other pair were designed with the tech elite, I'm-not-get-Zed-on-MY-hands type.

The ErsatzWaffen

 

The Blower Thrower: This is a gasoline-powered leaf blower
modified to shoot a stream of vile liquid up to 35 meters. The user can spray gag-inducing, poison bloat bile to take
down enemies that will often blame the attack on the nearest bloat.
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The Seal Squeal harpoon gun: For most people, launching a meter-
long steel harpoon into an enemy would be enough, but industrious walrus hunters added a time delayed explosive to
these shafts for extra boom.

The Horzine Advanced Prototypes

 

Seeker 6: A hand-portable missile launcher firing batches of 6 mini-
seeker missiles into whatever the user paints with a laser designator. They may take different paths but the missiles all
seek the same enemy, even behind light barricades.

 

ZG2: The second prototype of the famous Zed Gun. This (barely)
handheld edition replaces the large radar screen with a small flashing indicator and eliminates the need for heavy battery
packs because electro-stun grenades stun targets more efficiently than energy intensive beams.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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quot;Air Control" of puzzle platformer games. Even share same Unity engine!

Good thing I got this for a price of CS:GO crate I sold. Game has absolutly no soundtrack and lot to repetive puzzle elements
that are mostly based how luck box you control bounce off.

And price without discount - 10 EUR?!?! It should be taken down for scamming gamers.
If you really plan to spend 10 EUR on puzzle platformer games - go buy LIMBO instead this♥♥♥♥♥♥. This game is
wonderful! It's extremely, extremely clean with respect to design. It is a very tight package. The gameplay is very deterministic-
you can think out situations and gauge whether or not to take calculated risks. Everything always makes sense, I have never once
been mad at the game or frustrated.

It's a very enjoyable experience, the soundtrack and graphics make for a nice ambient experience, and the music and vibe
changes based on what's going on with your character's situation. The game always has a way of motivating you to challenge
yourself and always try to achieve more.

This is a real gem- at this price you are more than getting your money's worth. Seal of approval from me.. NIce game, but
doesent work correctly on 1440p res. I love halo, but with this games crappy controls, and its tendancy to glitch out or some
stupid clipping and boundaries issues I can't sit here and play it. So many things wrong, so little patience for it.. the game is fun
but it has many questionable design choices and what the ♥♥♥♥ i can't even rotate the camera up and down.
. This is a must buy for any Vive owner who enjoys a night out at a good redemption arcade. And take it from me (it's my
families business) this is as close as you're going to get to the real thing while staying at home. It is frequently updated and
overall is a very polished experience. Multiplayer, leaderboards etc... are all there. Pick it up and try it for yourself.. This game
is frustrating. It keeps locking up in the middle of playing. I will be an hour into the mission and it will randomly freeze and I
will loose my progress.
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This is a mod that has vehicle deathmatch style gameplay. You unlock better vehicles after gaining a certain amount of points. If
you like Twisted Metal download this.. CrossCells extends HexCells with math. At least addition so far. A thoughtful addition to
Mr Brown's games.. I love how the "tutorial" teaches you nothing, It's an old game that didn't age well. Not worth the 10 bucks..
Made me think about the world trade center 11/10. I rarely write reviews, but after having clocked in about 60h in a week I feel
like this game is one of the few worth reviewing. Firstly, the community is amazing! Most players are friendly and very helpful
towards new players which is needed since there doesn’t exist any wiki or other rigorous documentation of the game yet.
Furthermore, the developer is very active and engaged with the community and takes the time to read and respond to questions
and bug reports and releases patches almost on a daily basis. To get the most out of the game though, you need to join a faction
or create your own. Fortunately, many factions are welcoming towards new players so there are no problems in finding an
already existing faction.

However, one should keep in mind that this is still an early-access game. One of the main signs of this is in my opinion the lack
of balancing when it comes to combat. Here are some issues and possible solutions which I believe would make the game more
balanced:

 Killing someone is unrewarding. If the player has enough resources and a base nearby, he can almost immediately build
(or jump into an already existing) vehicle and get back in action within one minute. Thus, I believe that the cooldown for
respawning should be increased and stack for every time you get killed (within a certain timespan). Then, killing
someone will have a more substantial impact to the ongoing war/combat.

 The number of AI-controlled vehicles must be reduced. As of now, you can build thousands of vehicles equipped with
weapons to defend your outpost. This has at least two negative consequences:

1. Defense towers become useless, since one instead can build a vehicle (resources isn’t an issue late-game) and
equip the same weapon to it and have the benefit of getting a mobile defense which is harder to hit and take
down.

2.  This breaks the whole combat mechanic when it comes to capturing outposts. Considering you can only bring
with you a very limited number of vehicles, you are greatly outnumbered. Even though you bring with you ten
players to capture an outpost, you can theoretically still be outnumbered 1 to 1 million. And as soon as you
manage to take down a few AI-controlled vehicles, the player controlling the outpost can easily build hundreds
more.

One way to fix this would be to introduce a new block/construction which for instance could be called “AI computer”.
To have AI-controlled vehicles, one must build this block and can then only make the computer control one additional
vehicle per hour. Then, there would at least be some limit to the number of AI-controlled vehicles you can have which
would make defense turrets more useful and prevent outpost owners from building and rebuilding (in case one manages
to shoot one down) thousands of vehicles to protect the outpost.

To conclude, I would recommend this game to anyone into base building and resource gathering games.. Hilarious gameplay,
amazing voice acting, solid RPG mechanics... what is there not to like about this game?. In my honest opinion, this is the best
base building, old school rts you can get on steam. I've played quite a bit of C&C including tiberium wars, which for a while was
my favorite for their variety of units and awesome fighter jet dogfights. Act of War has a very large variety of maps, from
vacant cities and towns to open fields and sandy plains. I still haven't played on every map yet. The factions are really awesome
and diverse, for example, Task force talon has simple base building and units that are masters at adapting to any situation, units
can be further upgraded for unleashing hell on who ever you place the attack order on, while the US army (or murica) have to
rely on power sources for their buildings and their units mainly excell in only a few fields having different types of units to deal
with what ever the threat may be, infantry, armored or air.

And they recently patched the game so it works for windows 8, this game is a MUST buy for any rts gamer 10\/10. My favourite
Skin <3
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